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Seasons Greetings

to MotM Members &

Friends of  High Value

Manufacturing Everywhere

With warmest best wishes to all from the Founders’ Group for
a relaxing Christmas, and a safe and healthy return in 2017

to manufacturing our future prosperity!

Manufacturing on the Move is shaping up well and – together with hands-on members – we’ve
been pro-active throughout the year on several fronts. There’s much more to this than just
attending conferences, although MotM has certainly co-orchestrated a number of key events.
There is direct and ongoing, high-level engagement with onshore and international stakeholders
and fellow professionals.

We’d like to share just a few of the 2016 building blocks through key activities and 1:1 direct
engagement:

Launch event for IM CRC @ UNSW:
Chaired byMotM, plus founder
members participant support

Published – by invitation – and
syndicated key issue opinion pieces

for Manufacturers’ Monthly

‘Key enabling technologies’ – the focus
of the World Manufacturing Forum,

Barcelona: Keynote / panellist.

New UNSW Industry Advisory Network
– Four ‘facilitating members’ in the industry

engagement enhancement team

Manufacturing Toolbox
– Collaborating with

http://manufacturing.digitaltoolbox.org/

Met with high-calibre delegation from
Coventry University, UK – outstanding

industry collaboration; ongoing interaction

Engagement with industry development
programs in the EU and the UK

Met with Intelligent Transportation
Systems Canada, hosts of ITS 2017

Met with UK ‘Transport Systems’
and ‘Future Cities’ Catapult Centres

Delivered 2x key Project Management
workshop blocks for the PhD Professional

Development Group of a CRC in transition –
plus the ‘Getting Things Done’ panel session

Met at Minister- and CEO-level of national
technology & innovation companies from
Indonesia & Finland, plus high-level French

and Swiss representation

Bruce Grey, Patron Founder plus Co-Founders & Moderating Team
Angus M Robinson, Eduardo Sifontes, Jon Bradshaw and Richard Jefferies


